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1. Introduction 

The Chaplyghin's systems play an important role in engineering. There exist 
some methods for establishing these systems. Lt is necessary to pay attention to 
the Chaplyghin's equations which are written by means of the Lagrangian function 
in independent variables. By this, the mentioned equations are a closed set of 
second order differential equations. The application of the Lagrangian function 
for writing equations of motion is an advantageous point of the Chaplyghin's 
method. However, the algorithm of establishing these equations is complicated 
enough, especially for the large systems. 

In the present paper, a form of equations of motion for the Chaplyghin's 
systems is introduced. The scheme for writing these equations is very simple, 
because they are established by means of only the matrix of inertia of Lagrangian 
function and are written in the matrix form. 

It is necessary to emphasize that the equations obtained are very convenient 
for automatically programming on computers. 

2 . . The form of equations of motion for Chaplyghin's systems 

Let us consider a mechanical system with n holonomic coordinates qi ( i = 

1, 2, ... , n). Assume that the matrix of inertia of the system is denoted by A 
which is an n x n positive define symmetric matrix. The kinetic energy of the 
system is of the form: 

T- !·TA. - 2q q, (2.1) 

where q is an n x 1 matrix of generalized velocities. The letter located on the high 
right corner denotes the transposition. 

The generalized force corresponding to the coordinate qi is denoted by Qi 
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(i = 1, 2, ... , n). Then x 1 matrix of generalized forces is denoted by Q, that is: 

(2.2) 

Suppose that the system under consideration is subjected to constraints of 
the form: 

k 

Qr= L brjQj, r = 1, s; k = n - s. (2.3) 
j=l 

Let us consider the case when coefficients brj do not contain the coordinates qr 

(r = 1, 2, ... , s). Besides, these coordinates are absent in the elements of the 
matrix of inertia and in the expressions of generalized forces. Such a system is 
said to be the Chaplyghin's system. Let us introduce the following notations: 

(2.4) 

In other words, u is the k x 1 matrix of independent coordinates, but e the 
s x 1 matrix of dependent ones. The constraint equations (2:3) are written in the 
matrix form as follows: 

e=Bu, (2.5) 

where the s x k matrix B is of the form: 

(2.6) 

It is necessary to notice that: 

B = B(u), A= A(u), Q '= Q[u, q(u,0-)]. (2.7) 

In order to_ write the equation of motion for the Chaplyghin's system, we 
apply the equations given in [4]: 

DAq=DQ+DG, (2.8) 

where D is the k x n matrix, the elements of which are the coefficients in the 
expressions of dependent accelerations in terms of independent ones [2], G is the 
n x 1 matrix which is determineded by the matrix of inertia [3, 4]. 

Because of (2. 7) related to the matrix A, it is easy to show that the matrix 
G do not contain dependent coordinates, i.e. 

G = G[u,q(u;u)] . (2.9) 
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In the case of the Chaplyghin's system the matrix D could be taken in the form: 

(2.10) 

where E is the identity matrix of k orders, B is the matrix (2.6). 

Because of (2.10), we have [2] 

(2.11) 

From here we obtain: 

.. -llEll" 11°11 · q- B a+ B a, (2.12) 

in which 0 denotes a zero matrix of k x k dimensions. Let us write the matrix A 
in the following form: 

where 

A 1 is the matrix of k first rows and columns, 

A 2 is the matrix of s last rows and columns, 

A 3 is the matrix of s last rows and k first columns, 

A 4 is the matrix of s first rows and k last columns. 

Similarly, we put 

(2 .13) 

(2.14) 

where Qcr, Ger are of k first rows, but Qe, Ge of s last rows of the matrix Q and 
G respectively. 

In consideration of (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) the equations (2 .8) are 
written in the following form: 

where Acr, A* are the k x k matrices of the form: 
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By such a way we obtain a closed set of k ( k to be the number of the degrees of 
freedom of the unde.r consideration) differential equations of second order (2.15) 
which describe the motion of the Chaplyghin's system. 

Let us consider now the case when the constraint equations are written in the 
unsolved form with respect to dependent velocities. In connection with this, let 
us investigate the system subjected to the nonholonomic constrains of the form: 

n 

L CrjQj = 0, r = 1, s, 
j=l 

(2.18) 

in which the dependent coordinates qr(r = 1, s = n - k) are absent in the coeffi
cients 

acrj - - -aeµ = 0, j = 1, n~ µ , r = 1, s = n - k. {2 .19) 

The constraint equations (2.18) could be written in the form: 

Cq= 0, (2.20) 

where C(u) is an s x n matrix . 

. It is easy to show that it is possible to apply the equations (2.15) for the 
system under consideration. For this aim, it is necessary to define the matrix B 
satisfying the following equations [2] 

(2.21) 

where Eis an unique matrix of k order but B is ans x k unknown matrix. 

By putting: 
(2.22) 

where CCT and Ce are the s x k ands x s matrices respectively, the matrix B could 
be calculated from the following equations: 

(2.23) 

After determining the matrix B, it is easy to apply the algorithm mentioned 
above for writing the equations of motion of the system under consideration. By 
such a way the equations (2.15) can be applied for the Chaplyghin's systems with 

the constraints of the form either (2.3) or (2.18). 
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3. Examples 

Example 1. Let us write the equations of motion of an uniform sphere which 
rolls no sliding on a horizontal plane (Fig. 1). 

N 

x 
Fig.1 

Let us choose the generalized coordinates by x, y, e, t/;, <.p in which x, y denote 
the coordinate of the mass center of the sphere but 8, t/;, rp - the Euler angles. The 
kinetic energy of the sphere is calculated by the formula [6] (see pp. 483-486) 

T = !J(tP + cp 2 + 2cos0cp~) + !m(±2 +1/). 
2 2 

(3.1) 

Hereafter the following notations are used: 

c(·) =cos(·), s(·) =sin(·), 

A (k x s) is the matrix of k rows ands columns i.e. a k x s matrix. 

The condition of the roll without sliding is written as follows: 

x = ast/;O - asOct/;cp 

y = -(act/JO + asO stf;cp). 
(3.2) 

Since the sphere moves under the action of only the gravitation, the matrix Q 
(5x 1) is a zero matrix. Evidently, the system under consideration is a Chaplyghin's 
system of three degrees of freedom with constraints of the form (2.3). 
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First, it is to calculate the ,matrix G (5 x 1) , which is of the form: 
T . . . . 

G = 11 -J sOcptf; J sOOtf; J sOOcp 0 0 II . . (3.3) 

In order to write the equations of motion of the system under considera,tions, let 
us apply the equations (2.15) . 

The matrix of inertia A (5 x 5) is of the form: 

J 0 0 0 0 
0 J Jc() 0 0 

A= 0 Jc() J 0 0 
0 0 O · m 0 

0 0 0 0 m 

Let us choose 0, tf;, <p to be the independent coordinates . We have: 

J 0 0 
A 1 (3x3)= 0 J Jc() 

0 Jc() J 

0 0 
A4(3 x 2) = o o 

0 0 

From (3.2) we have: 

and 

B{2 x 3) = II ~~:tf; 
B(2 x 3) = II actf;~ 

astf;tf; 

Qu(3 x 1) = 0 , 

=:::~~ ~ II, 
a( sO stfJ¢' - cOstf;O) 0 II 

-a(sOctfJ¢ + cOstf;O) . 0 ' 

Qe(2 x 1) = 0 , 

-J sO<f.t/J 
Ge(2 x 1) = 0 . Gu(3 x 1) = JsOtf!O 

J sOOcp 

Following (2.16), the matrix Au (3 x 3) in the equations (2.15) is now: 

Au =Ai +BT A2B = 

J 0 0 astf; -actf; 

1 1 ~ ~ 1111 ~::tf; -asOctf; 
0 J J cO + -asOctf; -asOstf; -asOstf; 
0 J cO J 0 0 

. J + ma2 0 0 
0 J + ma2 s2 0 J cO 
0 J cO J 
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The matrix A* (3 x 3) in the equations (2.15) is calculated by the formula (2.17), 
that is: 

A *= B TA2B = 

ast/; 
-asfJct/; 

0 

-act/; 
-asfJs'tf; 

0 II; ~ 1111 ::~~ a( sfJst/;¢ - cfJct/;O) o
0 

II 
-a( sOct/;¢ + cOst/;O) · 

O ma2so¢ O 
-ma2 s8¢ ma2 sfJcfJO 0 

0 0 0 

Equations {2.15) are now 

0 0 J+ma2 

0 J+ma2 s2 0 Jc() 
0 

-J sO'f.t/J 
J sOtf!O 
J sOOcp 

or in the development form: 

Jc() J 

0 
-ma2 sO¢ 

0 

(J + ma2 )0 = JsO~cp - ma2 s0cp~, 

() 

If. 
t/; 

ma2 so¢ 0 () 

ma2 sOcOO 0 cq 
0 0 t/; 

(J + ma2 s2 8)cp + JcfJ;/; = JsfJiJ¢ + ma2 so¢iJ - ma2 s0c00cp, 
.. . 

J cOcp + J t/; = J sOOcj:;. 

The last equation of (3.12) gives a first integral 

cfJcp + t/; = const. 

The results obtained coincide completely with the ones in [6]. 

(3.10) 

{3.11) 

{3.12) 

Example 2. Let us consider an automobile moving in a horizontal plane (Fig. 2). 
The mass, the moment of inertia about the mass centre and the length are m, J 
and f respectively. The force F is acting in the lengthwise axis of the automobile. 
Let choose x, y, <p as the generalized coordinates, i.e. the coordinate of the mass 
centre and the angle between the lengthwis,e and x axis. The controlling parameter 
is 0, i.e. the inclined angle of the front wheel plane with respect to the lengthwise 
(see [5], pp. 22-31). 
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y 

0 
Fig. 2 

x 

The kinetic energy of the system could be written as: 

(3.13) 

The system under consideration is subjected by two nonholonomic constraints of 
the form 

xscp - yccp + bcp = 0, 

:i:s(cp + 0) - yc(cp + 0) - acOcp = 0. 
(3.14) 

' : · 

The generalized forces are now: 

Qr.p = 0, Qx = Fccp, Qy = Fscp. (3.15) 

Clearly that the system under consideration is a Chaplyghin's system of one 
degree of freedom. In connection with this, let us choose cp to be independent 
coordinate. The constraints imposed on the system are of the form (2.16). Thus 
we concern with the case in which the constraint equations are written in the form 
unsolved with respect to dependent velocities. 

In order to apply the equations (2.15), it is necessary to calculate the matrix 
B which is a solution of the equations (2.23). The matrix B could be written as 
follows: 

BT = II b1 b2 II· 
In accordance with (2.22) we have: 

Ce(2 x 2) = II s(:~ O) -ccp II 
-c(cp+O) ' C~(2 x 1) = II :c~ II· 
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Substituting {3 .16) and {3.17) into {2.23) we get: 

-II :c~ II = II s(:~ 0) -c(:~ 0) 11 11 :~II· 
By solving this equation we obtain: 

B =II:: II= -II s(:~ 0) -c(;~ 0) 1-• 11 :~ I I 
= II ~~:::::~::: II· 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

The matrix of inertia A(3 x. 3) of the system under consideration has the form: 

1 0 0 
A= O m O (3.20) 

0 0 m 

Following (2.13) we have: 

Ai(l x 1) = llJl l, A2{2 x 2) = I I~ ~ I I' A3(2 x 1) = 0, A4(1 x 2) = 0 . 

(3.21) 
Differentiating the matrix B of (3.19) we obtain: 

:Q,T = II -( ~~~ 0 + l ctgOs<p<P + bc<p<P) ( l ctgOc<p<P - s;O s<pO - bs<p<P) II · (3.22) 

It is easy to calculate: 

Qu(l X 1) = 0 , Qf {1 X 2) = ll Fc<p Fs<p ll 

Qu{l x 1) = 0 , Ge{l x 2) = 0 . 

The matr.ix Au{l x 1) and A * (1 x 1) in the equations (2.15) are now: 

Au= A1 +BT A2B = 

ll Jl l + ll (lctgOc<p - bs<p) (lctgOs<p + bc<p)ll II ~ _ ~ 11 11 ~~~:::::~:::~II 

{3.23) 

{3.24) 

= ll J + m(l2ctg0 + b2) II (3.25) 
* T . A = B A 2 B = 

11 ( lctgOc<p - bs<p) ( lctgOs<p + bc<p) II 11 ~ ~ 11 

. . 
= ll - ml2ctg20s~O11, 

Q =0 
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ic<p o' /J 0 . b . s20 + i.ctg s<p<p + c<p<p 

ictgOc<p<P - s;O s<piJ - bs<p<P 

(3.26) 



BTQe' =II (£ctg0c<p - bs<p) (lctgOs<p +beep) II II~:: II =II F lctg(J II (3.27) 

Equations (2.15) now are written as follows: 

which takes the form: 

or in the development form 

By putting 

k2 = J + mb2 
m 

and substituting them in (3.29) we have: 

! = F 
m 

.. l ctgO ( 1 . iJ f) 
<p = k2 + £2ctg2() s2() cp + ' 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

which describes the motion of the system under consideration. The result obtained 
coincides with the one given in [5] . 

It is noticed that for obtaining the above result by other methods, for example 
by the Lagrangian multiplier method or by the Chaplyghin's equations or by the 
Appell's equations, we have to carry out some complicated calculations [5, 6]. 

4. Conclusions 

The equations of motion for Chaplyghin's system introduced has two of ad
vantages. 

1) The equations are formulated by using only the matrix of inertia in the 
Lagrangian function which is calculated easily. 

2) The algorithm for establishing the mentioned equations is very simple. Es- · 
pecially, the equations obtained are written in the matrix form which is convenient 
for automatically programming on computers. 

This work is completed with financial support of the Council for Natural 
Science of Vietnam. 
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MQT D~NG PHUONG TRINH CHUYEN DQNG CUA cAc H~ CHAPLYGHIN 

H~ Chaplyghin dong m9t vai tro quan tr9ng trong ky thu~t . C6 thg dung cac 
phtrOTig phap t5ng quat trong ca h<?c giai tfch dg thanh l~p phrrOTig trlnh chuy~n 
d<;>ng ctla cac h~ nay, vf d\J. phrrang trlnh Lagrange d~ng nhan ttr, phu-OTig trlnh 
Appel, ... Tuy nhien vi~c str d\mg cac phmmg phap t5ng quat nhrr v~y khong lam 
n5i b~t du-qc cac d~c di~m ctla cac h~ Chaplyghin. Chaplyghin d~ de xuat m9t 
d~ng phrrOTig trlnh ma d~ viet n6 chi can d\fa vao ham Lagrange. Cac phu-OTig 
trlnh nay du-qc viet ~pi v&i bien d9c l~p (so bien b~ng so b~c tl! do) va do d6 
t~o thanh h~ phu-OTig t~lnh vi phan cap hai d6ng kfn doi v&i cac bien nay. Tuy 
nhien d~ viet drrqc phrrOTig trlnh Chaplyghin can phcll ti'.nh m9t so chl so kha phli-c 
t~p. Trong bai b~o da du-a ra m9t d~g phrrOTig trlnh chi d\fa vao ham Lagrange 
(chi'.~h xac hO'Il chi d\fa vao ma tr~n quan tinh) va c6 sa do ti'.nh toan kha dO'Il 
gian, nher vao vi~c ma tr~n h6a each viet cac phrrOTig trlnh. D~ng phrrOTig trlnh 
nay rat thi'.ch hgp cho vi~c l~p trlnh tl! d9ng tren may tfnh . 
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